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Truck Effects on Pavement

On The Road 
By Norm Bowers, Local Road Engineer

continued next page u

Across the United States, rural 
roads are suffering under 

pressure they were never meant to 
take. Many factors are in play and 

they vary from region to region. The major factors in Kansas 
are oil and gas production, increased farm production, and 
railroad abandonments. These factors all contribute to more 
trucks on our roads. Not only are there more trucks, but the 
trucks are bigger and heavier.

A little history of Kansas county blacktop road construction 
is needed as background to understand the current situation. 
The hey days for county blacktop road construction in Kansas 
was the 1950s and 1960s. At that time asphalt was almost 
a waste product of gas production and was available in the 
range of 10 cents per gallon. On a personal note, my oldest 
brother was a Navy Seabee and in the Navy he learned how to 
run an oil distributer. When he got out of the Navy just after 
the Korean War, he helped 
Marion County construct their 
first blacktop roads. Now 
“constructing” overstates what 
happened. A typical blacktop 
road construction consisted 
of spraying prime oil on a 
gravel road, then following 
up with a double chip seal. 
While it looked good on top the 
structure was basically a half 
inch of asphalt over a couple of 
inches of rock. Even with the 
light traffic of the 1950s these 
roads failed within a few years. 
The failure was not a big deal; 
the county scarified the asphalt, 
smoothed the road and resealed it. That was the cheapest fix 
when asphalt was 10 cents per gallon. Rock was expensive, 
so many counties didn’t think of adding more base. In 1973 
the price of asphalt skyrocketed from 15 cents to 30 cents 
per gallon. So1973 was the year that most counties stopped 
constructing asphalt roads and shifted into a maintenance 
program. No records are available but 1973 is probably 
the year when Kansas counties had the most blacktop road 
mileage. Since that time many counties have been turning 
blacktop roads back to gravel. (Currently the buzzword is 
“depaving.”)

Figure 2 shows a typical farm truck from in the 1950s and 
1960s and Figure 3 shows a current farm truck -- quite a 
contrast. Not only are trucks getting bigger, crop yields are 
also increasing. When I was a kid (50 years ago) in central 
Kansas, a good wheat crop was 30 bushels per acre, corn was 
only planted on bottom ground, and double cropping was rare. 
While I think we can all agree that bigger farm equipment and 
higher yields are good for the farmer, it does put more stress 
on our roads. 

How heavy vehicles damage roads. 
Asphalt pavement deflects as it carries a wheel load. Heavier 
loads cause greater deflection which causes fatigue cracking 
of the pavement and consolidation of the base. Cracks let 
moisture penetrate into the base which weakens the base and 
that worsens the cycle until the road fails as shown in Figure 
4. The amount of damage a road sustains is directly related to 
the weight of the load and how often it is applied, according 

to tests by AASHTO (the American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation Officials). Passenger autos and 
light duty vehicles are not a problem. It is heavier vehicles 
which do the initial damage. Once defects develop, cars and 
light vehicles will accelerate the damage; we are all familiar 
with how fast potholes expand under traffic. 

Distributing a vehicle’s weight over more axles and tires 
makes the load lighter at each point of contact, reducing 
damage to the road. Damage increases rapidly with higher 
axle loads and actually worsens at a faster rate than the load 

Note: From April 2015 Road & Bridges Magazine. Source Texas Transportation Institute
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increases. Figure 1 was developed in Texas for a typical Texas 
blacktop county road. While not exactly equivalent to Kansas 
the relationships should be similar. In the two columns for 
a 4,000 lb vehicle (equivalent to an auto) shows that a truck 
with a gross weight of 80,000 lbs will cause 18,009 times as 
much pavement damage as one trip by an auto. That is the 
reason pavements are designed for trucks not cars. 

Kansas weight laws for public roads are basically 20,000 lbs. 
for single axle and 34,000 for a tandem axle. Any increase 
in legal loads will result in increased road damage and 
maintenance costs. When trucks carry loads that are heavier 
than the statutory weight limit, the potential for damage is 
much higher. Using Figure 1 we can get a comparison of 
potential road damage of an overloaded truck. Using an 
80,000 vehicle as the base, an 84,000 lb. vehicle with the 
same axle configuration will cause 1.2 times the amount of 
pavement damage(increase of 20%). If a truck is overloaded 
to 100,000 lbs. the pavement damage is 2.4 times (240%). It 
is easy to understand why counties would be opposed to any 
increase in axle weight limits allowed in Kansas. 

With more and heavy trucks we need more pavement structure 
to carry the loads. New blacktop roads have to be constructed 
with an adequate base, in general that means at least an 
8” thick base for a typical subdivision road, and a thicker 
base for our section line roads where there is more truck 
traffic. There are few options to build pavement structure on 
existing blacktop roads. The first option is to reconstruct the 
existing road and add more base. The second option is to add 
pavement structure with an asphalt overlay. Both options 
are so expensive that in most counties it will takes a long 
term program of, say, a few miles per year. This is a huge 
investment to maintain our blacktop roads for modern truck 
traffic, but the other choices are to have poor roads or depave 
some of the less important roads.  n

If you like roads, and who doesn’t, you may be interested in 
my twice monthly email on current road issues and road items 
of statewide interest. If you would like to receive these emails 
just send me an email request with position, and county or 
company at bowers@kansascounties.org .

FIGURE 3. Vintage farm truck

FIGURE 4. Potholes and ruts caused by heavy loads 
may be a safety issue for autos.

FIGURE 2. 1950s era farm truck
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